LETTERS FROM GRANDPA
# 62
Dearest Grandchild,
Some time ago I heard a scientist state that the “simple cell” was more complex than the
space shuttle. I resisted that idea as perhaps an overstatement. Now, after doing some research, it
seems that the “simple cell” is not really simple at all. It is really more complex than any machine
ever imagined by man.
Many evolutionists do not believe in God and are therefore stuck with the necessity of life
spontaneously coming from non-living material. The theory of the spontaneous generation of life,
as you know, was disproved by Louis Pasteur, in 1864. It is a fact of science that life does not come
from non living material. There is no scientific example of life being spontaneously generated from
non-living material. Yet, the spontaneous generation of life is essential to the “theory” of evolution.
That’s why evolutions must “believe” in it.
One key player in convincing people that mud can come to life was Ernst Haeckel (1834 1919). His enthusiasm for the theory of evolution led him to fraudulently manufacture ‘evidence’
to bolster his views. Today we know he was a fraud. On January 9, 1909, he even confessed to his
deception. Unfortunately, his manufactured “evidence” is still being used to “prove” the theory of
evolution.
His lie about mud coming to life was made more believable by stating that the first life
generated spontaneously was only a “simple cell”. This creates the illusion that the “simple cell”
was composed of only a “few” components that could easily be formed by accident. Since millions
already believed the “ theory” of evolution, the concept of a “simple cell” seemed to place the
stamp of scientific approval on Haeckel’s fraud.
This video clip lasts less than 5 minutes. Please take time to watch it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oS-GYLVNh-k
The Encyclopedia Britannica concedes, “A living cell is a marvel of detailed and complex
architecture. . . . The information content of a simple cell has been estimated as around 1012 bits,
comparable to about one hundred million pages of Encyclopedia Britannica.”The human body
comprises a conglomeration of some 100,000,000,000,000 (1014) cells which work together in
perfect harmony to maintain human life.”
Going into more detail, another scientific study states: “The technology of the twentieth
century has delved into the tiniest particles of life, and has revealed that the cell is the most complex
system mankind has ever confronted. Today we know that the cell contains power stations producing
the energy to be used by the cell, factories manufacturing the enzymes and hormones essential for
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life, a data bank where all the necessary information about all products to be produced is recorded,
complex transportation systems and pipelines for carrying raw materials and products from one
place to another, advanced laboratories and refineries for breaking down external raw materials
into their useable parts, and specialized cell membrane proteins to control the incoming and
outgoing materials. And these constitute only a small part of this incredibly complex system.”
Unfortunately, Haeckel’s theories were not taught in a vacuum. Please consider this other
short video and the evil ramifications it has for humanity.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BPKK0ios2L8
As you know, you are one of 26 grand children. Not all of you will find this letter
immediately relevant. Perhaps someday, however, it will be. Since abortion became legal in 1973
there have been over 58,000,000 babies killed in the United States and over 1.3 billion throughout
the world. Now little unborn babies are being butchered and sold piece by piece for “scientific
research”.
Ernst Haeckel should be proud.
I love you,

Grandpa Boyce
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